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As a graduate of Roberto Clemente High School's Class of 1989, I was disgusted with articles published by the Sun-Times beginning on Tuesday, February 4th. The first four pages of that issue headlined a ridiculous controversy
at my alma mater, and spurred a media frenzy for scandal which I find insulting to my intelligence and an offensive act against the Puerto Rican and Latino
community. The Sun-Times made various accusations against Clemente High
School, among them depicting the Puerto Rican community as terrorists.
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Among the many accusations posed by the Sun-Times is that anti-poverty
funds were being used to bring pro-independence performers from Puerto Rico,
New York and California into Clemente to perform at fund-raisers for the National Committee to Free Puerto Rican Political Prisoners and Prisoners of
War.
Who were these "pro-independence" artists? People such as Piri Thomas, poet
and author of the critically acclaimed, Down These Mean Streets. Piri is a best
selling Puerto Rican writer and his books are taught in high schools and colleges throughout the United States. He has performed, taught, and lectured
everywhere-a virtual literary legend. Piri Thomas and other artists came to
Clemente to share their experiences and knowledge about their culture as well
as act as role models to the students. If they chose to be at pro-independence
events on their own time, that's their business. As Migdalia Rivera (of The
Latino Institute) so articulately responded in The Chicago Reader, (Feb.14,
1997), "So what! Once a consultant has fulfilled their contractual services,
they-as any other citizen-have the right to use their personal time as they
see fit, within the law (to our knowledge, 'pushing for Puerto Rican independence' does not constitute a crime)."
One of the sources the Sun-Times used named the MLN (National Liberation
Movement of Puerto Rico) of benefiting from these artists. Rafael Marrero
was quoted as saying , "I've seen the MLN rake in as much as $10,000 a
night. .. at an event that was completely funded with money that should have
gone to buy books." Ironically, Rafael Marrero was one of the people who
invited me to many of those activities that he himself helped to organize. Judging
Continued page 14
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Student groups join protest march
against the Sun-Times
by Roman Arellano
The Chicago Sun-Times reported that
Clemente High School used public
funds to promote Puerto Rican independence. It also mentioned that some
school officials are involved with the
Armed Forces of National Liberation
(FALN). Some Latino Students
claimed that this was brought up as
an attempt to disgrace Congressman
Luis V. Gutierrez, the outspoken congressional leader of Chicago's Latino
community. According to others, the
Sun-Times is trying to make people
fear Puerto Ricans by stereotyping
them as FALN members.

The Union for Puerto Rican Students
(UPRS) and the Chicano Mexican
Latino Student Organization
(CHIMEXLA) joined hundreds of
people as they marched to the Chicago
Sun-Times Tower on Wednesday February 12.
The Latino community claimed that
the Chicago Sun-Times reported in a
bias and unsubstantiated manner
against the Roberto Clemente High
School and the Puerto Rican community in their Tuesday February 4 issue. The march, organized by various
leaders of the Puerto Rican and Latino
community was called a "vigil for the
dignity of the Puerto Rican Community," by its organizers.
"It is extremely important for Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and Latinos to
come together to put a stop to the
media bashing of our community that
have occurred in the past year, first
with [Mike] Royko and now with the
Sun-Times," said Student Government
Senator Jaime Mendoza.

On a very cold day, between 800 and
1,000 college students, high school
students, politicians, and community
members went to protest in front of
the Chicago Sun-Times, not the 200
to 300 people that some news agen-

cies claimed. Some Latinos said that
the media underestimated the number
people who attended. Many felt that
there was a far more positive response
than was reported in the media.
According to the people who attended
the march, the newspaper stereotyped
the Puerto Rican community as terrorists. Latinos in general came out to
show their support because wanted the
media to know that their communities
should be respected.

According to Clemente students who
went on the trip to Puerto Rico during
the spring vacation of I994, they were
not being indoctrinated by FALN
members as the Sun-Times claimed.
Clemente senior, Sharayn Perez said,
"It was a very good experience, we
visited historical places and learned
about our culture." She said that during the trip, nobody talked to about
the independence of Puerto Rico, or
anything that had to do with
"lndependentistas."
Perez finished by stating, "They are
actually hurting us students, not who
they are after. They should get the real
story, but I feel that even if they get
Continued page 4
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the real story, people are not going to
believe it because they want conflict.
I want to get the word out."

March 1995
not be said about the community without consequences."
Even though the Chicago Sun-Times
only mentioned that Puerto Ricans
marched, Mexicans went on the march
as well. The two communities previously showed mutual support during
the Mike Royko incident at the Chicago Tribune. As they joined they
were singing "Boricua!Mexicano,
unido mano a mano, " which means
Puerto Rican/Mexican united hand by
hand. When the people from the North
side arrived at the Sun-Times, they
were greeted by a large crowd.
Eduardo Arocho, editor of Que Ondee
Sola stated that there was "a feeling
of solidarity" among the Latino community.
"It was an issue that affected the entire Latino community," said Salgado.

The march started at the corner of
Artesian and Division and continued
East to Milwaukee. At the comer of
Ashland and Division, marchers were
joined by another huge crowd with
Mexican flags .
UPRS President Enrique Salgado said,
"The march proved to the Sun-Times
and the rest of the media that lies can-

In front of the Chicago Sun-Times, the
traffic stopped, the crowd roared,
freshly lit candles lightened the cold
evening and the Puerto Rican and
Mexican flags waved as the cold wind
blew. Some of the slogans people
chanted were: "Stop yellow journalism; the school is cleaner; reduced
vandalism; safer school; graduation
rates are up; students' morals are up."
Some of the allegations that were published in a series of articles by the
Chicago Sun-Times beginning on
Tuesday February 4 were:

• students were being indoctrinated by
FALN members.
• American flags were being spit on.
• Community leaders were linked to
so-called Puerto Rican "terrorists."

In front of the Sun-Times building, the
organizers stated their demands to the
newspaper on behalf of the Latino
community. Some of the demands that
the representatives of the Puerto Rican
and Latino community directed at
Editor in Chief Nigel Wade:
l. Issue a statement of apology to Puerto Rican/ Latino community.
2. Issue statement of collection regardmg erroneous coverage.
3. Meet with representatives of the
Puerto Rican Community.
4. Have Puerto Ricans/Latinos on the
editorial board.
5. Aggressively hire and retain Puerto
Rican/Latino reporters .
6. Increase numbers of Puerto Rican/
Latino staff and all areas of the news
room.
7. Establish a local column on Latino
issues.
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The Black Hotel
There in the darkened sky

To save for financial gain

a name shines bright

extensive cuts must be made

crowning an edifice black

adios feLLow workers ftom Mexico

it's structure held fast

for your ten years ofservitude.

by an ancient system ofclass

The immigration finally came

ftom white to black top to bottom.

and now you have no work today.

With in it's grandiose wails

In Line next for the hanging crew

the diligent workers give their aff

Anyone ofyou who is a minute late

ftom male to female

or breaks the slightest rule.

big and smaff

To be hung at noon seen by aff

ftom around the world they come

to affeviate any dissension

yes, there's a place for aff

no pension, vacation or severance pay.

whites and tokens on top,
bottom for blacks and browns.

The summer is hot

No ingfes needed

the thermometer boils

to serve the guest

the workers rage Lights the fire

ftom businessman to footbaff fan

not even management is safe

as Long as they have green in hand

at the top ftom the flames
no escape ftom the tower on fire

At last the Christmas dance

Like Babel in summer

to celebrate the workers bane

the black hotel fails.

the summer it fails.
No twelve hour day today
just ftee Champaign
and food to waste
a band to sing and dance
for tomorrow there wiff be no pay.

© copyright, 1997 by eduardo arocho
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A Call to Corisdousness
by Wanda I. Rodriguez
Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. In this day, time remains constant with the past, for those who can
pass and blend with mainstream society; all others need not apply. People
of color, peoplewith disabilities,
people with sexual orientation not
within the norm, people who don't
speak English, people who live on the
streets, people who hold colors dear
to their heart and the list goes on. we
are the throw away people who understand the substandard human condition imposed by society at large.
Within my community, we the throw
away people encompass the boundaries of Humboldt Park, West Town,
and Logan Square. As a community,
and as a population of displaced Puerto Ricans, there are many challenges
and struggles we are confronted with.
We are forced to conform to a norm
established by a society that has desperately tried to eliminate the Puerto
Rican people. In the last 500 years,
change from within the US has not
ended the relationship of ownership
over the homeland of Puerto Rico.
This creates an unbalanced relationship between our homeland of Puerto
Rico and the mainland of the US. Due
to this fact, Puerto Ricans travel back
and forth between Puerto Rico and the

States. Within this context, oppression
is masked as the solution to the Puerto Ricans' dilemma.
Within my community, the Puerto
Ricans' dilemma is felt by all members of the community. Property prices
are outrageous with real estate agents/
companies ready to sell you out. Rents
are not affordable, health care is nonexistent or one must go through the
emergency room route whoch double
the cost, and institutions that reflect
Puerto Rican culture are waiting for a
proper foundation. The young, the old,
the strong, the weak, the men, the
women, the children are all affected.
I, as a Puerto Rican Lesbian cannot
escape the dilemma faced by my
people, for it lives within my bloodline.
As a Puerto Rican Lesbian, I am faced
with homophobic propaganda on a
daily basis. Each day that I, as well as
other homosexuals, bisexuals and
transgender people exist, we challenge
our community to view us as the individuals that we are. One look at me
and you might think I was a man. As
you take a harder look you say in your
head, oh, shit thats a woman and you
don 't know how to respond. So you
shake my hand and talk about the
Bears. After a week or two of this, you

realize I know nothing about the
Bears. You realize that my appearance
and who I am, is not a marriage. You
realize that I'm a woman. Not only am
I a woman, but that I strongly believe
in the empowerment of women to take
their place in HER STORY, for no history can ever tell our stories, our moments, our joys as it relates to women.
As a Puerto Rican Lesbian I struggle
to exist in a land that is not home, but
has become familiar. I say, let us rise
past the illusions and misinformation
and form strong bonds between us. Let
us not be limited and tied by the ropes
of homophobia. It is our right as Puerto Rican people to manage our lives
in a way that does'nt exile any member of our community. This means
having close loving relationships that
include woman to woman and man to
man. Our love, compasion and closeness are multifacited and full of glorious colors ever changing, like the
colors of a Kaleidoscope waiting to
be completely appreciated and embraced
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GRAND PERFORMANCE

''El Grito del Barrio
Contra el SIDA''
• A Performance Art Project by Vida/SIDA
• A call to action
• A call to community building
A dramatic presentation of art and music with a HIV/AIDS prevention message by the
reknowned Puerto Rican Playwright Dr. Alma Villegas. Puerto Rican artist, Juan Sanchez,
will unveil a portable mural to be used as the backdrop for the play. Music will be performed
by Son del Barrio, the first High School Puerto Rican Salsa Band.

Friday, March 28, 1997
Humboldt Park Parish
House
2757 W LeMoyne
(LeMoyne and California)

5:00 pm
Peer educators from Vida/SIDA carry
out education on HIV, AIDS and safe
sex in the Humboldt Park and West
Town communities.

Admission is Free
Dinner will be on sale at
4 pm before the drama
For more information
contact Vida/SIDA at 773.278-6737
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Museo de Historia y Cultura Puertorriqueiia Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos

1457 N. California Ave.
pre sen ta/pres en ts

RICAN STRUCTION
Una exposici6n por/An Exhibit by

Juan Sanchez
Apertura/Opening Viernes/Friday Mar. 28
6:00 pm

Gratis/Free

Para mis informaci6n/for more information

773/342.4880
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SOME THOUGHTS
ONLAMARCHA
by Jeanette Hernandez-Kalin
Like an aged photograph, La Marcha
has rapidly faded from the national
consciousness. October 12th is the
Day of the Race in Latin America, and
for the first time, it was marked in the
U.S. capital in 1996. Thousands of
Latinos and/or immigrants from every race, ethnicity and political persuasion converged on Washington in
protest of their subordinate status in
the United States. There was an estimated crowd of70 or 80 thousand, 30
or 40 I read from diverse sources. As
a Marchista, the events of that day
remain clear as a blue sky.
As I sank into my seat aboard a bus
that departed from the Puerto Rican
Cultural Center, I realized I had not
been on a motor vehicle for this long
a ride - 14 hours - since I was a
child on family vacations to Mexico.
Somehow, those memories were precisely what compelled me to travel to
the capital. ..
After driving along the Mississippi
River valley and across the state of
Texas, we would stop in Laredo to prepare to cross the border. That meant a
good night's sleep, awakening before
dawn and thorough washing. My father would shave off his two-day
beard and have the car washed. My

mother would dress my sisters and me
in plaid dresses, bobby socks and cardigan sweaters. She would arrange our
hair into stiff pigtails by dipping a
comb in orange juice. It was clear that
my parents were trying to embody the
type of family that this country prides
itself on producing and that meant a
heterosexual, nuclear family with no
sunglasses, no beards or mustaches,
no unruly hair. In our impending confrontation with federal authorities, we
had to be on our best behavior and
decorum.
Once past the border, my parents
would say a prayer in relief. We would
drive another two days and the madness would repeat itself on a lower
scale as we prepared similarly for arrival in Morelia, where my grandmother awaited us.

We would downshift as we descended
the mountains into town , the twin
steeples of the pink cathedral looming in the distance. My father would
stifle his tears as he did an inaugural
loop around central square as an act
of reassurance that the colonial palaces and fountains had not changed.
When we coursed down the street that
my grandmother lived on, children
would stop their games, clear the
street and run along side our car. The
gringos had arrived! The commotion
would generally be enough to bring
my dark, veiled, elderly grandmother
to the door.
My father would be triumphant: he'd
braved the highways of two nations
at the wheel of his Renault. He'd come
all the way from Chicago with his Colombian wife, their English-speaking
daughters, in his French car - all
scrubbed down and none with a hair
out of place. Of course, there were
Pop-Tarts and Mickey Mouse T-shirts
for my cousins, and a gleaming steam
iron for my grandmother. There were
dollars in case of emergencies- relatives and even neighbors had been
deferring their emergencies for almost
a year. He was never too jodido for
the nephews in medical school or the
widowed comadre. My dad was something theretofore unimagined: he was
a hero, and I was proud of him.
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Although I was born right here in
Chicago, these memories could never
enter the frame of the picture of the
American Dream. My experiences
would never be named in the rhetoric
of the American Experience . The
hegemonic perception of a Real
American would never include me.
My parents each came from their respective home countries as tourists
and overstayed their visas. In their
eagerness to assimilate, both became
residents and met in an English-as-aSecond-Language class. They then
married, bought a home and later retired. My father worked hard while my
mother labored at home to raise us.
With so much concern with family
values these days, its funny how immigration is never credited with
creating families.
In March of 1995, my father 's kidneys
failed. Since then, he has been lifedependent on dialysis, which is fully
covered under the Medicare Program
and his health insurance from the labor union . However, discussion
among politicians of "saving" Medicare by limiting benefits to citizens
and not residents could result in his
death.
Our bus roared through a brightly lit
tunnel along the Pennsylvania Turnpike, illuminating me into the present.
Tomorrow morning I would awaken
in Washington, and make a big stink
during La Marcha . My next opportunity to shower would be Sunday
morning. Perhaps the big stink would

March 1995
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be more than figurative. Unlike my
parents, I wasn't launching a futile
program of tidiness and grooming to
make my first foray into the federal
capital.
The subtext of much of the debate
surrounding La Marcha was the question of being part of the fabric of the
U.S.A. So is this a protest? Or a celebration? Were we here in affirmation of ourselves as Americans or in
spite of America? Or, in the words of
Malcolm X, were we victims of
Americanism?

police brutality. Elected officials such
as Congressman Luis Gutierrez and
Rep. Nydia Velazquez commented
defiantly on Latinos absence in the
national profile and of being pushed
to apologize for our skin colors, bilingualism, traditions, and heritages.
All speakers underscored the need for
Latinos to participate in the national
agenda, rather than protesting by retreat, withdrawal and apathy. We can
no longer afford to stay home.

The participants displayed revisionist
ideas in their understanding of history
as a motive for outrage at the recent
Responses were mixed. "We're here increase of anti-immigrant and antito denounce the flag!" said some par- Latino sentiment and rhetoric. Signs
ticipants as the discordant sounds of and banners reminded us that English
"The Star-Spangled Banner," sung in was a foreign language in the AmeriSpanish, poured out of the loudspeak- cas when the Pilgrims arrived and the
ers. Others booed while still others Conquistadores brought us Spanish.
laughed and shook their heads in dis- Other signs posed the indigenous demay. Coexistent with this were par- manding papers from the European
ticipants who waved their flags from invaders. Indeed, the imperialist powjust about every nation in Latin ers had arrived illegally, to use today's
America and the Caribbean when the rhetoric. They arrived with no passsong was finished. There was hearty ports, no visas, no greencards. Never
applause and tear-streaked cheeks. is it suggested that the invaders should
Thus, some were outraged while oth- have returned to Europe or sacrificed
ers were clearly moved.
their language or even that their arrival might have inconvenienced the
Speaker after speaker reiterated simi- Americas in any way. Today however,
lar points which created some redun- had a refreshing twist.
dancy. Most called for working to improve the existing system, such as My favorite sign was simple and right
voting, taking back the community, to the point. It read, "$$$ don't have
etc. Some demanded retention and borders - Why should people???"
expansion of programs, such as Affir- This questions the ease with which
mative Action and student loans. Oth- multi-national corporations can set up
ers called for formation of Citizen shop for dirt cheap prices in Latin
Police Review Boards and ending America and the Caribbean, and dis-
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appear overnight at the first sign of display of ethnic dress and garb that
organization of the local labor force. made political statements. Aztec dancOr, they could stick around, with the ers wore gilded costumes and plumed
aid of the local military to suppress headresses. Mayan activist women
dissent from labor, and do business as were queenly in bright handwovens.
usual. Ironically, this institution of " Vejigantes," a symbol of resistance
poverty wages and/or organized vio- with African roots in Puerto Rico was
lence from the corporations produce complete with carved mask and multithe type of economic desperation and colored romper. T-shirts protested
political terror that trigger immigra- grapes and proclaimed" Viva la Raza."
tion to developed countries. In this day Remnants of the Brown Power Moveof heightened anti-imm igrant senti- ment donned their brown berets as the
ment and rhetoric, we see that those temperature approached seventy deimmigrants aren 't allowed the same grees under the October sun.
ease to relocate abroad.
The pride that welled up in me that
It was a beautiful day in Washington, day was the pride of belonging to the
not just because of the blue skies and largest effort of Pan-Latino consciousbright sun, but because of the proud ness to amass itself in the capital of

this nation. Overwhelming was the
vision of the streets of Washington
choked with Raza as far as the eye
could see. I ranked among those who
marched down the street with dignity,
unity and pride chanting, "La Raza
unida, jamas sera vencida - The
people united, can never be divided."
The pride reverberated to Chicago.
Concerned about the possibility of a
violent repression of La Marcha, my
father disapproved of my trip to Washington. Upon my jubilant return however, wore a contented smile and embraced me with his frail arms.
He was proud of me.

CHI-IOWN lOW DOWN RHEASE Ill
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By:
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l\1JlJMl3A L'OO

CO.JO
,11\YiOO
l:IGl-li'f·SIX
M-.SO
l)IZ

ANGI~
AIESH,~

NOUS & l'Hl\HISI:
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$5

Ladies Free

1122 \\'. MCNil?CSI:
(NEAR BROADWAY)

Hosted By:
Kuumba Lynx
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Union for Puerto
Rican Students
*Update*
On February 6, 1997 the Union for Puerto Rican Students had the honor of
welcoming Northeastern Illinois University's first Latina Provost, Dr.
Estela Lopez. She was greeted at a
warm reception of more than 60
Latino students, faculty and administration. Present at the Provosts' welcome was NEIU President Steinberg,
Vice President Terrell, Dean Duster,
Dr. Pedroso, Admissions and Records,
the Spanish Department, Proyecto
Palante, UPRS, CHIMEXLA, and the
Spanish Club.

Provost Lopez mingling with the crowd.

March 1995

Good Friday Walle For Justice
March 28th, 1997 12:00noon - 3:00
Begins in the little plaza on the
Northeast comer of Congress & Michigan Avenues

Theme: Allies for Justice
Good Friday reminds us that to suffer and even to die in the
struggle for justice is a liberating act. It is a day for people of
faith and good will to renew thier courage to publicly speak
the truth about the exploitative and oppressive sufferings of
our time. This day is "good" because it invites us to renew,
to revitalize, to reassure one another in the efforts toward
building a more just and harmonious world.
In this spirit, as Allies for Justice, we re-commit ourselves:
to listen, to act with those without voice
to eliminate violent means to conflicts
to participate in bringing liberty to the captives
to do as "Yahweh asks of us, only this:
"To act justly,to love tenderly, and to walk humbly with
our God. "(Micah:6-8)
+ Wheelchair accessible

+ Sign language provided

From left to right: Dr. Pedroso; Dean
Duster; Enrique Salgado, Jr.; President
Steinberg; Provost Estela Lopez;
Eduardo Arocho; Vice President Terrell.

for more information/ or to co-sponsor, contact
8th Day Center for Justice
205 W. Monroe Chicago, 11. 60606
(312) 641-5151 Fax (312)641-1250 e-mail
8thday@claret.org
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Calendario Comunitario
Marzo y Abril
Conmemora el viemes santo uniendote a las siguientes actividades que se
auspiciaran ese dia (viemes, 28 de marzo)

Caminata por la justicia, 12-3 pm
Se congrega en la esquina de la calle Congress y Michigan.
Auspiciada por el 8th Day Center for Justice.
Terna: Aliados por la Paz
2nda estaci6n de la cruz dedicada a la reflecci6n sobre los
presos politicos puertorriqueii.os

Cena de viernes santo
4 pm en el Humboldt Park Parish House, ler piso
2557 W. LeMoyne, $5 donaci6n
Auspicia: Centro Cultural Puertorriqueii.o

Apertura exposicion de las
obras del gran pintor
puertorriqueiio Juan
Sanchez
6 pm en el Museo de Historia y
Cultura Puertorriqueii.o Dr. Pedro
Albizu Campos, 1457 N. California,
dedicado a los presos politicos
puertorriqueii.os.

Escuela Superior
Puertorriqueiia Dr. Pedro
Albizu Campos auspiciara
conferencia nacional de la
coalicion de escuelas
alternativas, 15-17 de abril
Para mas infonnaci6n sobre este
importante evento llama al 773/
342.8022.

Gran Actuacion
El Grito del Barrio Contra el SIDA, 5 pm en el 2do piso
Humboldt Park Parish House, 2557 W. LeMoyne.
El Grito de! Barrio contra el SIDA, 5 pm el unica obra dramatica
combinando la musica y el arte por la reconocida dramaturga puertorriqueii.a
Alma Villegas y los jovenes latinos.

Jornada Conmemoracion 17mo aniversario captura Presos
Politicos y Prisioneros de Guerra Puertorriqueiios
auspiciado por el Comite Nacional Pro-Libertad
Prisioneros de Guerra y Presos Politicos Puertorriqueiios
Reapertura de la Galeria Isabel Rosado 2607 W. Division
6 pm, lunes, Iro de abril. Recepci6n obras de los presos politicos a la venta.
Viernes, 4 de abril, 12 pm

Vigilia de ayuno y solidaridad
Acto cultural con el grupo de rock en espaii.ol jAlanna! grupo compuesto
por mujeres puertorriqueii.as. Dos presentaciones en el Humboldt Park
Parish House, 2557 W. LeMoyne, $10 donaci6n, 7:00 pm y 9:00 pm.

Anote en su calendario
estos eventos:
La feria de historia latinos de
estudiantes de secundarias 24 de
mayo, llame al 773/7 72.8383
El 20 Desfile de! Pueblo, sabado, 14
de junio
jAlamrn! 11 de abril de 1997,
l 634 W. Van Buren, 8 pm, 773/
737.3112
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"The Union for Puerto Rican Students has
taught me that Puerto Ricans, and other
people of color have a history,
and that is important."
by Anayda Hernandez
"I am Puerto Rican and Cuban." That
was something that I could not say
before I came to Northeastern Illinois
University, and before joining UPRS.
When I was in high school I was embarrassed to say that I was Latina, because where I come from Latinos are
perceived to be liars, thieves, lazy, and
troublesome. I denied being Latina so
that I wouldn 't be seen in that manner. Most importantly, I was made to
believe that Latinos had no history and
that we as a people had no historical
significance.
I was embarrassed of 111)' self because
I did nothing to teach myself about my
heritage. I didn't know about the country, its people, or its culture, or where
to get any of this infornrntion. I remember feeling ashamed when people
would tell me that I wasn't Puerto
Rican or Cuban because I wouldn't
understand some words in Spanish or
know the names of some of the foods .
I didn't know whether I was or wasn't
a Latina.
When I graduated from high school I
made it a goal to learn about the Puerto Rican and Cuban culture. I prom-

The Sun-Times is Blind ...

from the low ticket prices and attendance, I doubt that $10,000 dollars
was made.

The article (Tues. Feb. 4th , SunTimes) mentions the words "terrorist"
ised to learn as much as possible so and "FALN" a total of 20 times.
that I could teach those that are in the Sometimes separately, sometimes toposition I was in.
gether, but without an accurate explanation of what these mean. Ultimately,
these
words appear to be tied to the
In September I joined UPRS. As a
member of the Union for Puerto Rican names of some of the most prominent
Students I have learned and still am leaders in the Puerto Rican/Latino
learning about both of my cultures. community. People like Luis
How have Puerto Rico and the rest of Gutierrez, Billy Ocasio and Jose
the Caribbean interacted with each Lopez among others, in addition to inother? I have learned that there are nocent family members. They are our
many Latinos throughout history that representatives either by election or
have been well educated and have by appointment to vital institutions in
our community. As a result, the laycontributed greatly to the history of
person with little or no knowledge of
not just the Caribbean but humanity.
the subject will conclude that these
These people have given a great name
community leaders and pro-indepenand definition to what it truly is to be
dence Puerto Ricans are in fact terPuerto Rican or Cuban.
rorists or part of the FALN , thereby
soiling the reputation of many imporI now am able to say what and who I tant community members and that of
am without being ashamed or embar- Puerto Ricans in general.
rassed. The Union for Puerto Rican
Students has taught me that Puerto In the Sun-Times article on Tuesday,
Ricans, and other people of color have February 6, one of Clemente 's murals
a history, and that is important. Now came into question . A mural on the
when someone says there is no his- school's third floor was dedicated to
tory, I feel like they should follow me Carmen Valentin. The mural says:
to UPRS and Que Ondee Sola, or feel "We would like to dedicate this work
ashamed or embarrassed for not at- of art to Cannen Valentin, a person we
believe struggled for the rights of Putempting to get to know us.
erto Ricans and sacrificed her freedom
in order to make things better for her
culture and people. " However, the
See next page

Que Ondee Sola
Sun-Times portrayed Carmen
Valentin as an FALN "terrorist" and
School Board Chief Paul Vallas said,
"that mural is totally inappropriate"
[February 6th issue]. No one mentioned that a photo of Nelson Mandela
is displayed in the main office at
Clemente. Nelson Mandela was also
a Political Prisoner for nearly 30 years
and labeled as a terrorist by the Apartheid Government of South Africa.
Today he is celebrated as a freedom
fighting President the world over.
I visited Clemente High School on
January 9 as part of the 7th annual
College Forum. This is were Clemente
graduates speak to the seniors and encourage them to go to college. Every
year there are at least 30 or more alumnus who take time out or their schedules to share their college experiences
with the seniors. This is something
that is rarely seen in any other Chicago Public School and deserves to be
commended but receives no mention
in the press. Yet the Sun-Times referred to an old School Board Report
which prefers to depict a situation at
Clemente as "foreboding" in which
there are "insufficient textbooks for
every student" and "filthy classrooms
and vermin problems". This contradicts what I saw at Clemente. I observed uniformed students quickly
getting to class. I saw murals of every
ethnic group in Clemente represented
on the walls (instead of graffiti), and
parents monitoring the halls. But the
biggest shock for me, however, was
when I went to use the washroom. I
needed a key to get in and when I en-

tered I saw shiny stalls, no graffiti on
the walls and most amazing was that
there was plenty of soap and towels
and a dispenser of mouthwash. This
was a new Clemente I saw-one that
is much healthier for learning and full
of school pride than the one I left in
1989. Is the Sun-Times blind? Why
did they not see what I saw?
Besides the articles published in the
Sun-Times, "La Raza" published an
editorial [in the Feb. 6-12 issue] making the same type of allegations. Jorge
Oclander, editor of "La Raza," and
former Sun-Times reporter, wrote an
undignified article downgrading
Clemente High School and pro-independence community members. Not
only does his article demonstrate low
journalistic skills, but also his hypocritical attitude, as he finishes by saying, "The love for Puerto Rico deserves more. Especially from those
who love her." I find it baffling that
Oclander, who is not Puerto Rican,
can give such advice after such a venomous verbal attack against the community. If he were so concerned with
the welfare of Puerto Ricans, then he
should have written something in our
defense, instead of dismissing the
complex problems in our community
as political infighting between prostatehood, and independentist groups.
Oclander's slanderous commentary
and that of Michelle Campbell ,
Michael Sneed and others of the SunTimes sounds like old Cold War rhetoric. My advice: get a job with Rush
Limbaugh.
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I have reason to believe that Mr.
Oclander suffers from the same ignorance and lack of pride that he accuses
the Puerto Rican community of having. This lack of cultural knowledge
and historical understanding that
Oclander so angrily articulates in his
commentary is what the artists that
were brought to Clemente were trying to cure. Allowing artists to come
and teach the missing links of Puerto
Rican history and culture to Clemente
students may result in a decrease of
gang violence within our community.
The old system has not solved these
problems. These kind of statements
published by the Sun-Times have
eclipsed the Puerto Rican community
as well as myself. Aside from the astrological section, I have stopped
looking at this paper as a source of
information. There is an old Latino
proverb, "No hay ma! que par bien no
venga", "There is no evil from which
good can't come out of." Maybe some
positive and critical discussions can
take place on the real issues at Clemente. But let's go a step furthur since
the Sun-Times has gone beyond any
local school issue. Let's have a fair
and open discussion on the status of
Puerto Rico, since the centennial of
the invasion of Puerto Rico by the
United States approaches in 1998. Finally, let us discuss the issue of
gentrification and how it affects our
community.
If we can discuss these issues without
fear, then maybe we can begin to solve
the many problems at Clemente and
in inner-city public High Schools.

The Union for Puerto Rican Students
presents

Annual College Day
Friday, April 4, 1997
Ensuring the recruitment of Latinos to NEIU
Beginning @10:00am to 2:00pm
Also, direct from Puerto Rico performing on this day

